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This document consists of 3 parts,
Part 1 is a general overview
Part 2 covers the transmitter section
Part 3 covers the receiver section,
Note: information not covered by this document can be obtained by clicking on the hyperlinks in
the various sections in this document.
Overall it covers the general layout, construction, assembly and setting up of Portsdown Digital Amateur TV system.
Before starting in DATV it is highly recommended you read this document in its entirety to understand how the system
operates and which hardware you will need.
This project involves assembling and connecting a number of components and boards, some of the boards are
preassembled and others you will have to populate, basic construction skill is required to build up these boards, don't
feel intimidated if you haven't built before it is reasonably easy, there is help both at the BATC forum
http://www.batc.org.uk/forum/viewforum.php?f=103 and at club level if you get into difficulty.
The information in this document is available on the BATC website http://www.batc.org.uk/ and we acknowledge their
ownership of this material.

Hardware you will require,
General items, from local suppliers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raspberry Pi 3 and power supply (Element 14)
a 3.5 inch diagonal Waveshare Raspberry Pi LCD Model A (Element 14)
8MP Raspberry Pi Camera Board - (Element 14)
ADF4351 Synthesised Oscillator for Tx (Ebay)
Audio capture card (Ebay)
Components for bare pcb's
Various enclosures, connectors etc as required

Portsdown Tx components, from BATC store
•
•
•
•

Filter Modulator
SD card with program
GPIO extender board
LO filter

Mini Tuner RX from BATC store
•
•
•
•

Serit NIM tuner
PCB ver.2
MCP1826 1v regulator
USB module

Part 1 - Overview
The Portsdown system consists of a Tx which is based around a Raspberry Pi and a Rx/tuner which will run in
windows, in VK and our club operates on 443-450Mhz section of the 70cm band. The 23cm band, has allocations for
DATV, although 23cm is a little harder and the equipment is a little more expensive.
70cm is preferred because most of us have 70cm antennas and perhaps linear amp.
purchased from the British Amateur TV Club, @ http://www.batc.org.uk/

The hardware can be

The Portsdown DATV project provides an easy way to “get on air” with Digital ATV at relatively low cost. The
Portsdown system enables amateur radio operators with little or no
knowledge of Digital ATV to construct the hardware elements, load and configure the software and use the system to
send live Digital ATV signals across town on their existing aerials. It
includes the new Reduced Bandwidth modes and the ability to receive and transmit to local repeaters using the more
traditional 2 and 4 Msymbol DATV modes.

Symbol rates to include the Reduced Bandwidth (RB-TV) modes and “normal” DATV modes

•

Frequency coverage of 146 MHz, 437 MHz and 1.2 GHz bands

•

Cost-effective stand-alone (not PC based) Digital TV Transmit solution

•

Analogue video input to allow use of camcorders and mixing desks

•

Use of commonly available components and modules

•

Modular construction enabling a step-by-step system build and easy trouble-shooting

•

Designed to encourage home construction

•

Fully documented and supported including easy software
installation and upgrades

•

Flexible receive solution based around readily available
software and hardware

At the heart of the Portsdown transmitter is a Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi) computer running a BATC
customised version of the F5OEO rpidatv software. The RPi 3 was chosen because it is relatively low cost, has an onboard MPEG-4 (H264) encoder and versatile hardware interface
(GPIO) capabilities. The system is controlled using a simple touch screen interface; no keyboard, mouse or monitor
are required. If the touch screen is not available, the system can
be controlled using an external PC connected over a wired or wi-fi network.
The Portsdown filter modulator board is available as a ready built unit or a blank PCB from the BATC shop. The
Portsdown RPi software is capable of controlling an external ADF4351 synthesizer module to give outputs on 146
MHz, 437MHz and 1.2 GHz amateur bands.
Just like any other DATV transmitter, the Portsdown has a relatively low output power (10 milliwatts maximum) and
will need bandpass filters and drivers / amplifiers on the output - there’s lot of designs around for sale or easy home
construction and more details can be
found on the BATC wiki.The Portsdown receiver is based around the Tutioune receive software
from F6DZP and the BATC USB minituner hardware project. Components are available from the BATC shop,
including the new tuner module from Serit which enables continuous coverage from 146 to 2650 MHz without the
need for external receive converters.
The Portsdown project aims to condense many recent RB-TV and DATV initiatives into one, easy-to-build and getonair project. It brings DATV and RB-TV within the grasp of the average ATV operator who still values some basic
hands-on construction and is looking for a project which will deliver the capability to operate on all the commonly used
DATV and RB-TV modes at a reasonable cost.

Portsdown ATV Transmitter Specifications
Frequency coverage: 140 - 1325 MHz
DATV Modes: DVB-S QPSK at 1/2, 2/3. 3/4, 5/6 and 7/8 FEC
Symbol rate: 125 Ks to 4 Msymbols
Typical RF output: +10dBm @ 146 and 437 Mhz, +6dBm @ 1255 Mhz
Typical MER (with LO filters): 26db measured with Tutioune Version 5
Video input: Rapberry Pi camera, Analogue input via EasyCap USB device
Video Encoding: MPEG-2 and H264
Audio input: Via USB audio capture device
Control: LCD touchscreen or console menu via SSH

Receiving Portsdown Digital ATV
To be able to receive Portsdown Digital ATV the "Minituner Rx" is used.
A Satellite receiver can be used on the 23cm band. The most economical Satellite Receiver to use is the
FreeSat V7 Comba which is for sale on Ebay for around - $70.

The FreeSat V7 Combo Satellite Receiver
1080P Full HD DVB-S2+DVB-T2.
Support USB PVR Ready and USB wifi to Network Sharing.
Support Full speed USB 3G dongle.
Support YouTube via USB Wifi dongle.
Specifications:
Plug Type:US, EU
Standard: DVB-S/S2;DVB-T/T2 Complian
RF Modulator:PAL/BG(209.00MHZ/11CH)
Power Supply:Input DC 12V/2A
Video Decode: AC-3,MPEG-2 MP@HL;H.264 BP MP&HP@L4.1

PAL/NTSC:Automatic PAL/NTSC conversion
Channels Number:6000 channels TV and Radio programmable
OSD Language:English German French Portuguese Spanish Italian Russian Turkish Polish Arabic Farsi
Picture: JPEG,BMP,PNG,GIF Supported
OSD Color:16-bit OSD with anti-flickering
Save Channel :Automatic save for last channel

Test Screen using Portsdown

Part 2 - The Portsdown Transmitter
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

TX Users Guide
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Initial Setup
Filter
Power Amps
FAQ
RF Output Sw
Tx Index

Introduction

The aim of the Portsdown project is to enable an amateur radio operator with little or
no knowledge of Digital ATV to construct the hardware elements, load and configure the
software and use the system to send live Digital ATV signals across town on his
existing aerials.

The Portsdown DATV transmitter project provides an easy way to “get on air” with Digital ATV at a relatively low
cost covering all of the commonly used DATV modes enabling it to be used for cross town QSOs, accessing
ATV repeaters and for working the DX using Reduced bandwidth (RB-TV) modes.
The project, which was featured in the June issue of the RSGB's Radcom magazine, involves some basic
construction and is based around a Raspberry Pi with a touchscreen, an external local oscillator and a filter
modulator card available from the BATC shop - outline specifications are as follows:
• Frequency coverage of the 71, 146 MHz, 437 MHz and 23cms ATV bands (13cms available at reduced output)
• MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 (H264) video encoding
• Cost-effective stand-alone (not PC based) Digital TV Transmit solution
• Wide range of Symbol rates from 125 Ks to 4Ms including Reduced Bandwidth (RB-TV) modes and “normal”
DATV modes
• Analogue video input to allow use of camcorders and mixing desks
• Use of commonly available components and modules
• Modular construction enabling a step-by-step system build and easy trouble shooting
• Designed to encourage home construction and requiring an average skill level
• Fully documented and supported including easy software installation and upgrades
•

Can be received on a standard Free to air satellite receiver

Note - the Portsdown project has evolved since the original articles were written and
now defines just the Raspberry Pi based transmitter - there is no Portsdown receiver
project although it is possible to add an RTL dongle based monitoring receiver.

The

MiniTioune USB receiver project is the recommended receive solution for all DATV
transmissions including the Portsdown transmitter.

System overview
At the heart of the The Portsdown Transmitter is a Raspberry Pi (RPi) computer running a BATC customised
version of the F5OEO rpidatv software. The choice of the RPi is primarily due to the fact that it has an on-board
MPEG-4 (H264) encoder and the versatile hardware interface (GPIO)

capabilities.

Touch screen control
A touch screen interface (available from Amazon) enables the system to be used as a standalone unit without
further need to connect up keyboard and mouse. If the LCD is not available, the system can be controlled by
using an external PC connected over a wired or wi-fi network (console mode).

Modulator and Filter board
The output from the Rpi is connected to the Filter Modulator board which modulates the RF carrier and produces
the DVB-S DATV signal - Blank PCBs and fully assembled boards are available from the BATC shop).
This board also requires an on frequency local oscillator signal and the Portsdown transmitter software has been
designed to control an ADF4351 chip (available from ebay) to give an output on 146, 437 and 23cms.

Audio and video inputs
The Portsdown transmitter will take audio and video inputs from the Rpi camera, an Easycap USB dongle and a
USB sound card / dongle - all these are readily available from ebay and Amazon.

Next steps?
The great thing is you don't have to build any hardware to get started and send pictures across the shack!!
Now you've read the system overview, take a look at the user guide - it contains a lot more information on what
hardware is required and where to buy it and how to get and configure the software.
Or if you want to print off an overview of the project, we've produced a 2 page introductory brochure which also
includes a spec sheet for the Portsdown transmitter.
Finally TXfactor have produced a great video introducing and explaining Portsdown and ATV in action - take 15
minutes to watch it here.
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Portsdown Transmitter User guide
The Portsdown transmitter has been designed to provide an easy way to “get on air” with Digital ATV at a
relatively low cost covering all of the commonly used modes so enabling it to be used on ATV repeaters but also
for RB-TV Dx working.
This user guide is in a number of sections which cover detailed descriptions for hardware and software, how to
build and configure the system, some advanced features and an FAQ.

Contents
[hide]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 System description
2 Building the system
3 Configuring and controlling the system
4 Software capabilities and issues
5 Advanced features
6 Additional information
7 Portsdown transmitter FAQ

System description
•
•
•

Portsdown hardware Detailed description of the Portsdown hardware and a shopping list of what you
need to buy and where to buy it.
Portsdown software Detailed description of the Portsdown software and how to get a programmed SD card.
Transmitter specifications Frequency range, MER and Output Levels to be expected on each band.

Building the system
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assembling your Portsdown How to put all the hardware together - you need to read this!
Filter modulator board Built boards be available from the BATC shop or if you want to build your own filter
modulator board all the information is here.
GPIO breakout board Full construction details for the BATC GPIO breakout board
Local Oscillator Filter board Full construction details for the Local Oscillator filter board
Four band decode board More detail on the Portsdown PTT and band switching capabilities plus Rx/Rx
relay sequencing
RF output switch Details on the RF output switch board

Configuring and controlling the system
•

Initial setup You must follow these steps before using your Portsdown transmitter.

Once you have configured the system, you can control the Portsdown transmitter in one of 2 modes: through the
console using a second computer or by the use of the Rpi touchscreen - you will set which mode you want to
use during the initial setup.

•
•
•
•
•

Touchscreen mode How to use your Portsdown transmitter using the Touchscreen LCD only
Console mode How to control your Portsdown transmitter using an external PC in console mode
Changing system setup How to change Portsdown transmitter settings when in Touchscreen mode
QPSKRF or Ugly mode Notes on this special test mode and the limitations when using it
Setting up the WiFi How to set up the WiFi on the RPi3 Portsdown Transmitter

Software capabilities and issues
•

Software capabilities and issues An up to date list is available here

•

Updating your Portsdown Software How to update your Portsdown software to the latest version, with
suggestions for troubleshooting updates.

Advanced features
The Portsdown is not just a DATV transmitter but has several advanced features which are or may be available
in the future:
•
•
•
•

Lean DVB reciever How to use the integrated RTL SDR based monitoring receiver - this is NOT the
Portsdown receiver
Streaming to BATC.TV How to use your Portsdown transmitter as a standalone streamer
Controlling a DATVExpress How to use your Portsdown transmitter as a user interface for DATV Express
Feeding Video to Portsdown from vMix How to use vMix with your Portsdown transmitter

Additional information
Filters and driver amplifiers are not part of the Portsdown project but VERY important
•
•

Filters
Power_amplifiers

The Portsdown user's community including a map showing where user locations
•

Portsdown community

You may also find this index of TLAs useful when reading the manual!
•

Glossary_of_terms

Portsdown transmitter FAQ
And of course we need an FAQ page for those people who don't read the manual!
•

Portsdown transmitter FAQ

Portsdown hardware
This section of the user guide describes the hardware and interconnections required for the Portsdown
transmitter.
Not all the hardware is required before the transmitter can start to be tested – an incremental approach is
described here to allow constructors to gain confidence as they assemble the parts. Each component that you
need is described here - underneath the description in the quote box, suggested suppliers are listed.

Portsdown DATV transmitter built by Colin G4KLB in a Farnell case
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Raspberry Pi 3
The first item required is the Raspberry Pi 3.
Raspberry Pi 3: CPC Farnell http://cpc.farnell.com/mksp2-raspberry-pi

Power Supplies
You will also need a 5v power supply for the Raspberry Pi, and a low resistance Micro-USB supply lead (some
cheap ones are not so good).
You should power the RPi through the Micro-USB power connector to take advantage of the input protection
provided. Use a very short USB cable to your power supply as most of these cables are of very poor quality and
cause significant voltage drop. If you see a "Lightning Flash" symbol at the top right of your LCD display it
means that the voltage at the RPi is too low. You can measure the voltage between the GPIO connector pins 4
and 6.

A lot of strange problems, such as the Portsdown running very slowly, can be caused by poor PSU volts - the
Rpi3 is actually specced for 5.1 volts, make sure your PSU delivers enough volts and current. See this post on
the BATC forum for a real user experience!
You will also need a 12 volt DC supply to power the other Portsdown components.

Micro-SD Card
You then need an SD card with the Portsdown software on it.
The easiest way is to buy a pre-programmed SD Card from the BATC Shop. (Item 1 in the
Portsdown list).

OR if you want to have a go at loading the software yourself you will need to or purchase a good quality card
(such as an 8GB SanDisk Ultra) from another source and follow the instructions described here.
SanDisk Ultra 8 GB Micro-SD Card: Amazon
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/?ie=UTF8&keywords=micro+sd+8gb+ultra

Once you have a card you will need to follow the initial set up guide

This is the minimum hardware configuration you need for testing the Portsdown transmitter! You can
use an external PC to control the Portsdown in Console mode and run the QPSKRF or Ugly test mode
using moving test patterns and images. (But as "ugly mode" only runs in reduced bandwidth or RB-TV
mode, you will need a MiniTiouner to receive it.)

To use your Portsdown as a "proper" DATV transmitter you need the following components:

LCD TouchScreen
The touchscreen is required to control the transmitter without the use of another computer. The supported
touchscreen is a 3.5 inch diagonal Waveshare Raspberry Pi LCD (Model A, not Model B). This is available from
a number of suppliers for just under £20. It uses a resistive touch panel and has a resolution of 480*320.
Get it from Amazon: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Waveshare-Raspberry-Resistive-InterfaceRapsberry-pi/dp/B00OZLG2YS

GPIO Extender Card
In the completed unit, there are 13 signals that need to be routed in or out of the GPIO interface on the RPi.
Buying an extender card early in the project reduces the chance of damage to the RPi and allows these
connections to be made safely. The card must break out all 40 pins of the GPIO, and have another connector on
top for the LCD display.
Because of this the Portsdown team have designed a PCB for the job - the blank PCB is available from the
BATC shop.

The BATC card is very simple to construct with no components other than plugs and sockets.
You can buy the GPIO Extender Card blank PCB from the Portsdown section in the BATC
shop - item 6
For a full list of suppliers for the plugs and sockets and construction details see the
GPIO breakout wiki page

IQ Filter and Modulator Board
The filter modulator board has been designed specifically for the Portsdown project. It takes the digital output
from the Raspberry Pi and uses it to modulate the LO input from the ADF4351 module - the challenge has been
to design a board that will cope with a wide range of symbol rates from 125 KS/s to 5 MS/s.
For more details see the Filter Modulator wiki page.

Ready assembled and tested Filter Modulator boards are also available from the BATC
Shop - item 2.
The board is also available as a blank PCBs for home construction but contains a large
number of surface mount components - BATC shop item 3.

For more details on the board

see the wiki page.

Synthesized Local Oscillator Source
The filter modulator board requires an on frequency local oscillator signal and the Portsdown transmitter
software has been designed to control an ADF4351 chip to give an output on 146, 437 and 23cms. Small PCBs
with the IC and a reference oscillator are available from China through eBay. Be careful to buy the ones with
black PCB lacquer and the 5x2 way connector – the green ones with the in-line connector have a reputation for
being re-badged ADF4350s which do not have the same frequency range.

It is possible to buy ADF4351 modules with a 10 or 25 MHz reference oscillator - the Portsdown software can
handle either but you will need to set which oscillator you have during the initial set up.
ADF4351 Synthesized Oscillator: Source from eBay (Remember to go for one of the black
boards with the 5x2 connector.)
http://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/i.html?_from=R40&_sacat=0&_nkw=adf4351&_oac=1

Local Oscillator Filters
Testing has shown that, due to the square wave output of the ADF4351, filtering is needed between the output
of the ADF4351 module and the modulator board LO input when used on 146 and 437 MHz. This filter only
needs to be a simple low pass filter to remove the third harmonic and no filtering is required on 23cms.
The effect of running without a high pass filter on 146 and 437 is an imbalance in the modulator resulting in
reduced MER and RF performance - it does not affect the transmitted spectrum and is OK to put on air.

The project team have designed a small multi band PCB automatically switched to the
correct band by the Portsdown software - a blank PCB is available from the BATC shop item 4
Details of this and other filters

are available here.

You now have the components for a fully working Portsdown transmitter.
However, you will need a camera and audio input to transmit pictures and sound.

Raspberry Pi Camera
If you want to transmit live pictures you will need a camera. The standard Pi camera gives excellent results but
will need mounting in a housing.
Raspberry Pi Camera: CPC Farnell http://cpc.farnell.com/raspberry-pi/rpi-8mp-cameraboard/raspberry-pi-camera-board-8mp/dp/SC14028

Optional camera Extension Lead Kit
The RPi camera gives excellent results, but only comes with a short ribbon cable to connect it to the RPi.
It is possible to use some higher quality HDMI leads (the ground connections all need to be made) to extend the
camera lead - this does NOT mean the signal out of the camera is HDMI, it is actually "Camera Serial Interface
Type 2 (CSI-2)". We are just using HDMI cable as a useful extension lead.
Kits are available to connect a female HDMI connector to the RPi camera connector, and another female to the
camera, allowing the use of domestic 1, 2 and 3m HDMI leads.
Rpi Camera HDMI Lead Extension Kit: https://www.tindie.com/products/freto/pi-camerahdmi-cable-extension/

Composite Video Capture Device
The transmitter is also capable of working with a USB-connected “EasyCap” dongle to capture PAL composite
video from camcorders and analogue mixers etc.
There are at least 4 similar devices being marketed under this name on eBay, each with different chipsets, but
so far all have been made to work but some need configuration to select the phono plug video input rather than
the S-VHS input.
However, to help make sure you buy a unit that will work with Portsdown we are now
stocking the Fushicai USBTV007 Audio-Video Grabber which is guaranteed to work in the
BATC Shop - item 8.

More information on the device can be found here.

Audio Capture Device
eBay provides a good source for very cheap audio capture USB dongles, which can provide an audio input to go
with the RPi camera.
Audio Capture Device:

Source from eBay - for example:

http://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/Laptop-DesktopAccessories/31530/i.html?_from=R40&_nkw=usb%20audio%20adapter&_dcat=75518&Channels=2%25
2E0&rt=nc&_trksid=p2045573.m1684

That completes the basic Portsdown transmitter shopping list
However, the team has design some additional components to enable you to build a complete DATV
transmit system

Filters and PA drivers
It is absolutely essential that the Portsdown transmitter output is followed by suitable bandpass filters.
These are not included as part of the project but a number of designs and suppliers are
listed here.

PTT and Band Switching
The Portsdown provides band switching and PTT outputs on 2 of the GPIO pins - these outputs need to be
decoded to provide an output for each band.

The Portsdown team have designed a simple board which can be either constructed on 0.1” perforated board
(veroboard) or on a PCB - this can be home etched. Full details on the board including circuit etc are available
here.
Blank PCBs are available in the BATC shop - item 5.

Hardware shutdown
In order to prevent SD card corruption by just removing the power to shut the system down, it is recommended
that you include a shutdown switch.
When the facility is enabled (not by default), Pin 15 on the GPIO port signals the RPi to shutdown cleanly.
It is held low by a pulldown resistor in the RPi; when taken to 3.3v through a pushbutton it will command the RPi
to shutdown. The signal on pin 13 can be used to illuminate an LED through a current limiting resistor. This LED
illuminates when the RPi is active, and extinguishes when the software has shutdown and it is ready for poweroff.

Assembling Portsdown
This section will describe in detail how to assemble your Portsdown transmitter - to begin, you need to have
bought or built all the components listed in the hardware description.
This page describes how to build the complete transmitter assembly but you can run the Portsdown as an
experiment in "Ugly Mode", currently labelled in the Menu as QPSKRF. That does not require you to wire
anything together.
Contents
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Mechanical Design
First of all, decide on your mechanical design. You are going to need to have the RPi firmly mounted, with the
Micro-SD card slot accessible (to change the card if required) and the power, network and USB connectors
available. Then you will need to stack a GPIO extender on top of the RPi.
The most difficult part will be to mount the Touchscreen display. It can either be stacked on top of the RPi, or
you can connect it by a short multiway lead and mount it on the front panel of your housing - an example is
here: http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/141354697688
f you have a 3D printer you could try make up one of these housing http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1920486
You will then need to consider mounting the ADF4351 Synthesizer, any LO filters and then the Filter/modulator
board. Other things to think about might be a 5V power supply, a relay/PTT switching board and any dongles
(EasyCap, Sound or RTL-SDR).
The block diagram of what you are trying to achieve is below. Note that you will need an additional filter between
the synthesizer and the filter/modulator board for 437 MHz and 146 MHz. It is not required for 1255 MHz, and
the unit will work on the other bands for testing without it.

An example layout is here

Interconnecting the modules
The following diagram shows the interconnects between the various modules - all wire can be non screened
(except the Local oscillator feed to the Filter modulator board) but should be kept as short as possible.

Note - the RF output switch design and PCB is not yet available

Higher resolution pdf is available here File:Portsdwon interconnect v2.pdf
Or a picture might help...

BATC GPIO breakout card
The GPIO breakout card is where all the signals and power for Portsdown interconnect and we recommend that
you buy the blank PCB from the BATC and make up the breakcard using either connectors or hard wiring to the
other boards.
For more details see https://wiki.batc.tv/Portsdown_hardware#GPIO_Extender_Card

Willow components breakout card (If you have bought the BATC GPIO breakout card you DO NOT NEED to
read this section)

RF Wiring
Use short flexible SMA cables to connect the ADF4351 (through filters if necessary) to the filter/modulator board.
Use another cable to take the output to a panel connector or subsequent filters and power amplifiers.

You may also want to extend the input of any RTL-SDR to be accessible from a panel connector.

Power Wiring
You should power the RPi through the Micro-USB power connector to take advantage of the input protection
provided. Use a very short USB cable to your power supply as most of these cables are of very poor quality and
cause significant voltage drop.
A lot of strange problems, such as the Portsdown running very slowly, can be caused by
poor PSU volts - the Rpi3 is actually specced for 5.1 volts, make sure your PSU
delivers enough volts and current. See this post on the BATC forum for a real user
experience!

If you see a "Lightning Flash" symbol at the top right of your LCD display it means that the voltage at the RPi is
too low. You can measure the voltage between the GPIO connector pins 4 and 6.

The ADF4351 will operate from the same 5V supply as the RPi. It has an on-board regulator to 3.3V, and digital
noise on the power supply has not been observed to cause any problems.
The filter/modulator board needs a clean 5V at 250 mA and the on-board linear regulator supplies this, but can
get warm at higher input voltages. It needs at least 7V to operate properly.
An eBay buck regulator capable of supplying at least 1A continuous at 5V is recommended to power the RPi and
ADF4351.

Network and USB Wiring
Consider bringing the network connector and one of the USB connectors out to the panel for easy access and
mechanical stability.

Camera Wiring
The RPi camera gives excellent results, but only comes with a short ribbon cable to connect it to the RPi.
It is possible to use some higher quality HDMI leads (the ground connections all need to be made) to extend the
camera lead - this does NOT mean the signal out of the camera is HDMI, it is actually "Camera Serial Interface
Type 2 (CSI-2)". We are just using HDMI cable as a useful extension lead.
Kits are available to connect a female HDMI connector to the RPi camera connector, and another female to the
camera, allowing the use of domestic 1, 2 and 3m HDMI leads. The Pi camera HDMI Lead Extension Kit is
available from here https://www.tindie.com/products/freto/pi-camera-hdmi-cable-extension/

Initial setup
Important note - the Portsdown transmitter has been designed to "work out of the box" but you do have
to run through the initial set up procedure described on this page.
•
•
•

Do not connect a mouse, keyboard or monitor to the Rpi
Do not load any device drivers including the Waveshare screen drivers
Do not tinker with Linux commands

If you do, we don't have time to support you and will just advise you to reformat your SD card and start again!

Initial set up
Once you have a Rpi and an SD card with the Portsdown firmware installed - either from the BATC shop or by
following the instructions in this section of the user guide - the system must be initially setup.
This done using an external PC running 2 pieces of software:
•

An application such as Advanced IP Scanner is to find the IP address of your RPi when it first boots up.

If you are using Portsdown software 201704160 or later and have a touchscreen fitted,
you will NOT need to use the program as your RPi's IP address should appear on the
touchscreen 20 seconds after power-on.

•

An SSH Terminal application such as Putty to edit the set up menu - make sure you use a recent version of
putty or it may reject the Rpi security certificate.

There is a video on the BATC YouTube channel showing how to do these processes - please
watch it before posting any questions on the forum, but note you may NOT need to do the
first step (finding the IP address).

Connect your touchscreen and any other peripherals such Pi camera and audio dongle but do not connect a
monitor or keyboard to the Raspberry Pi.
•

Using a network lead (not wifi at this stage), connect the RPi to the same network as your PC, install the
SD card and turn the RPi on (you do not need a keyboard, mouse or monitor connected to the Rpi).

•

If you are using Portsdown software 201704160 or later and have a touchscreen fitted, your RPi's IP
address should appear on the touchscreen 20 seconds after power-on.

•

If you have an older software version or no touchscreen, you will need to run the IP Scanner program on
your PC - scan for devices and after a few seconds it will list all the devices on your network including one
from the Raspberry Pi foundation - this is your RPi so note down the IP address listed against it. You can
now close the IP scanner program.

•

Open Putty or another SSH terminal program, enter the IP address of your RPi and open a connection. The
first time that you do this, you will get a security warning; accept it. At the logon prompt enter the default
username of "pi" and the password "raspberry".

•

The Portsdown console menu will start automatically, and you should see the following screen on the PC: At
the same time, a BATC logo should appear on the touchscreen. If there is nothing on the touchscreen, try a
shutdown, power-off and re-start.

Note - in the menus press the up and down PC keyboard arrows to highlight the item that you require
and then the space bar to select it (don’t forget this!). Then press Enter to make the changes and return
to the main menu.
As a minimum, you need to configure the following menu entries:
•

Source Press the down arrow once and then Enter to select the “Source” menu and select the input you are
using.

•

Output Select the “Output” menu and configure the following options.

•

Output Symbol Rate. Select the “Output” menu and then Symbol Rate. Enter the symbol rate in KS/s. Some
sources and output modes do not work at high symbol rate – this is one of the first parameters to change if
you are having problems, particularly in QPSKRF or "ugly" mode.

•

Output FEC. The default FEC is 7/8 – you can change this is if you want.

•

Output Mode. Again select the desired option using the space bar. Currently, only IQ (using the default pin
selections for the BATC Portsdown modulator and filter board) and QPSKRF at an RF gain of 7 (for testing
with an “ugly” signal directly from pin 32) are actively supported.

•

Output PID. Set the PID PMT to 255. This will ensure that the video PID is 256 – the BATC standard.

•

Output Frequency. Set the output frequency for your ADF4351 synthesizer here. If you are using QPSKRF
“ugly” mode, set to 437 MHz only.

Once you have set the output parameters, go back to the main menu.

Now you must configure the following:

•

Station. In the station menu, you can set your call and locator. The callsign is used to identify the digital
transmission, and the callsign and locator are used in the test card overlay.

•

System Setup Autostart. You can select how you want your RPi to start up.

The first 4 options require you to log-in using a console before anything happens, whereas the last 3 do not
require a console. TX_boot starts transmitting at power-on, so does not even require a touchscreen.
If you want to only use the touchscreen display select Display_boot and the system will always start up using the
touchscreen only.
•

System Setup Additions. It is hoped to add other options in the System Setup menu as the software is
developed.

•

Language. The menu language can be changed to French or German (or back to English) from this menu.

Your Portsdown transmitter is now set up and ready for use but will require a reboot for the configuration to take
effect so go into the Shutdown menu and select Reboot.
The Portsdown will now restart in whichever mode you set in the System Setup Autostart menu. Please refer
to the appropriate section of the Portsdown Transmitter user guide for console or touch screen operation.
If you do end up at the Linux Command Line, you can get back to the Main Console Menu by typing:
/home/pi/rpidatv/scripts/menu.sh menu

Filters
As the radio spectrum become more and more cluttered with signals, filters are becoming an even more
essential part of any radio equipment.
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Transmit filters
It is absolutely essential that low pass filters are used on the output of the Portsdown and any other wide band
DATV transmitter such as DTX1 and DATVexpress to remove harmonics of the wanted signal. Just try tuning
your receiver to 439.5 when transmitting on 146.5 MHz!
On transmit, as long the transmitter has been designed correctly and you are not over driving any power
amplifiers, a low pass filter on the output to remove all harmonics is adequate.

Receive filters

<<< Wideband pre-amp no filter ---------- filtered

pre-amp>>>>
As these 2 pictures of 146 MHz, taken on the Isle of Wight during the BATC December 2016 activity day show,
the receive filter needs to be tighter than the transmit filter as you are trying to remove all strong signals that are
high and low of the desired frequency.
To quote Paul Wade W1GHZ, in his introduction to easy to build Combline filters article:

RF pollution is rampant at good portable locations on mountaintops and other high
places – anywhere accessible is populated with cellphone towers, TV and FM broadcast
stations, two-way radio and pager transmitters, and even amateur repeaters.

Most of

these are high power, producing signals strong enough to seriously overload the VHF and
UHF transceivers we use for contest operation or microwave liaison.

The problem often

manifests itself as a very high noise level.
The advent of broadband MMIC preamps acerbates the problem.
a disaster on a mountaintop like Mt. Mansfield.

Unfiltered, they would be

Even at my QTH, 42 km away from Mt.

Mansfield but line-of-sight, the strongest FM broadcast station, at 107.9 MHz, is -17
dBm on an FM turnstile antenna.

Amplified by 25 dB or more, this is more power than

most receivers can handle, even out of band.

This applies even more so to the input of any ATV or DATV receiver which uses a wide band satellite tuner in
the front end (and they all do!) - this is because these tuners were designed to be used in a "closed system" and
connected directly to an LNB on a dish pointing at the clear sky.
This is very different to being connected to a "wide band" yagi antennae which will also pick up PMR and paging
systems, short range devices and broadcast transmitters many of which are digital and just produce white noise
so you cannot tell you are being overloaded by them!

Building filters
Sharp filters can not be made using surface mount components on a PCB! However, good filters are actually
quite easy to build with just a medium weight soldering iron and tin snips!

Combline filters
Combline filters perform well and are much easier to make than interdigital skills and anyone with reasonable
drill and hacksaws skills can make them.
A great place to start if you fancy building your own is W1GHZ paper on making combline
filters from an Altoid's tin (any other metal tin will do) http://www.w1ghz.org/filter/Altoids_Tin_Filters.pdf

The 432 MHz combline filter in a metal tin is really easy to build and would make a really good rx filter for 70cms
- put after your wideband SPF5043 or PGA103 pre-amp and before your tuner input.

Another interesting paper by Paul with some simple practical combline designs, this time made in the standard
Hammond Diecast boxes - these are high performance band pass filters designed to cure the problems when
using wide band pre-amps - as illustrated at the top of this page!

Interdigital filters
Interdigital filters are not, as their name suggests, digital filters but very high Q filters which normal are used for
bandpass filters and they are quite easy to construct if you have any metalworking skills.
If you want to design one from scratch Doug, VK3UM, now sadly Silent Key, has a
calculator http://www.vk3um.com/interdigital%20filter.html.

Jim KH6HTV has an interesting paper on his website.

Filters for each band
There's a lot of filter designs available for DIY build or to buy listed on these pages:
•
•
•
•
•

146 MHz filters
70cms filters
23cms filters
13cms filters
Output duplexers

Power amplifiers
The choice of power amplifiers for DATV is very critical and due to a characteristic called spectral re-growth it is
vital that amplifiers are not overdriven when used on DATV.
The average FM or SSB amplifier MUST backed off by over 50% or 6 - 10dB by reducing the
drive from the transmitter.

This means a 50 watt amplifier will only deliver a maximum

15 watts of clean DATV power!

<

<<< 30 watts (ugh) ---------------- 7 watts >>>>>
For example, these pictures show a RA60H1317M Mitsubshi 60 watt brick on 146 MHz driven by a Portsdown
transmitter.
The first picture is driven direct and delivering 30 watts but occupies the whole of the band - the second has a 10
dB attenuator between transmitter and amplifier and delivers 7 watts (almost 10dB down on the rated amplifier
output) and needs 5 amps at 12v to achieve this!

Transmitter output levels
It is very important to know the power output level of your DATV transmitter so you can decide how much
amplification you need.
•
•
•

DTX1 is very low power at around - 5dBm and requires an additional driver stage compared to the
Portsdown or DATV express
Portsdown output is frequency dependent and varies from +4dB (4 milliwatts) on 23cms to +12 dBm on 71
MHz. Output level at 146 and 437 is approximately 10 dBm or 10 milliwatts.
DATVexpress is approximately 10 milliwatts on all bands.

Practical designs
Dave G8ADM has written an article for CQ-TV which describes how to use amplifiers from DG0VE when driven
by the DTX1 or Portsdown. (The full article will be in available CQ-TV 257)
Note this article was written for the DTX1 and when used with a Portsdown you DO NOT
need the additional driver stage on 146 or 437MHz and in addition
MUST be put between the Portsdown and final amplifier.

a 10 dB attenuator

Multiband PGA103 amplifier
The PGA103 is a very versatile device that can be used as both a transmit driver and a low noise reciever preamp.
Tests with a Portsdown transmitter showed:
•

23cms - no attenuator needed = +15dBm (40 milliwatts) (without amp = 4 dBm)

The output from the Portsdown on 437 MHz and below is too high and MUST NOT be used to
drive a PGA103 as it becomes very spurious and may damage the device.

NOTE - you MUST use a filter after the PGA103 in both applications! Sam G4DDK described the design in CQTV 242 and sells kits of parts on his website.

Details of amplifiers for the DATV bands can be found on the following pages.
146 MHz amplifiers
437 MHz
23cms amplifiers
13cms

Portsdown transmitter FAQ
•

How do I turn the transmitter off in Touchscreen mode?

In transmit, the touchscreen is used to monitor outgoing video and so the buttons are no longer visible - to turn
the transmitter off, simply touch the screen in the same area as the TX button.
•

What do I need to receive a Portsdown transmitter?

When a Portsdown transmitter is fitted with a filter / modulator card and running in normal bandwidth modes
(above 1 Msymbol/sec) you will be able receive it on any Free to Air (or FreeSat but not Sky or Freeview)
satellite Set top box - if you have a High Definition STB you will be able to receive MPEG-2 and MPEG-4.
However, when it is running in RB-TV modes OR in Ugly mode without the Filter Modulator
card, you can only receive it using the Minitiouner USB receiver.

This is a BATC

supported project with some home construction needed - the hardware components are
available from the BATC shop and the software is a free download from F6DZP see here
for more details.

•

Can I use another touchscreen LCD?

Maybe! The Portsdown project only supports the Waveshare screen - that doesn't mean to say others won't
work but we can't help you if it doesn't.
•

Can I use a Raspberry Pi 2?

You can try it, but some capabilities will not work. For example, the RPi 2 does not seem to be capable of
handling analogue capture properly and puts streaks across the picture. The Pi Camera is less demanding and
has been demonstrated to work with an RPi 2 in some circumstances. The project team will not support the RPi
2 - please just buy an RPi 3.
•

Who are the Portsdown team?

The Portsdown team are just BATC members doing this as volunteers to support the ATV community. As such,
it is not their full time job and they are not being paid. If you have a problem, question or comment, please do not
contact them directly but use the BATC members forum but there may not always be an instant response!
And yes we are looking for people to help with the project - if you can write Linux, update Wiki pages or reply to
forum posts we want to hear from you!
•

Do I need to know about Linux or other clever computer stuff to get Portsdown running?

NO - the Portsdown transmitter has been designed to "work out of the box":
•
•
•

You do not need to do anything other than follow the initial set up guide
Do not load any device drivers
Do not tinker with Linux commands

If you do, we don't have time to support you and will just advise you to reformat your SD card and start again!
•

Does Portsdown mean BATC will stop selling the DTX1 like they did DATVexpress?

NO - The DTX1 is designed for those who do not want to "build their own" and will still be available in the BATC
shop and supported by Antennair through the DTX1 support website. DATVexpress is still available from
the DATVexpress website - the reason we stopped selling is in the BATC shop is because the Express team
wanted to offer it directly to end users.
•

Is Portsdown MPEG-2 or MPEG-4?

Both - The Rpi hardware encoder runs MPEG-4 and the Portsdown software has an MPEG-2 encoder both of
which are used in the Portsdown transmitter.

•

Why doesn't MPEG2 mode work?

MPEG2 mode currently does not work if you have an analog capture device connected (it upsets the numbering
of video devices). If you want MPEG2 mode, unplug the analog capture USB and reboot - it should work. It is
hoped to overcome this issue with a software change shortly.
•

Why can't I download or update the software?

We have had reports of problems with downloading software and updates from members with Virgin Media and
BT internet connections. The work-round for Virgin Media is described on the GitHub page. BT users should
make sure that they have "Web Protect" turned off for the download.
•

When I type my password, the cursor does not move. Is this right?

Yes. Passwords typed at the command line in Linux do not cause the cursor to move. You just have to type
carefully; if you make a mistake just backspace lots of times and then start the password again.
•

How do I get out of touch screen back in to console mode?

The process is very similar to initial set up and is done by using an external PC with 2 pieces of software - the
first application is to find the IP address of your RPi when it first boots up, such as Advanced IP Scanner and an
SSH Terminal application such as Putty.
•

Connect the RPi to the same network as your PC, and use the IP Scanner to find the IP address of your
RPi.

•

Open Putty and enter the IP address of your RPi and open a connection. At the logon prompt enter the
default username of pi and the password given to you with the card.

As the Portsdown transmitter is still in touchscreen mode, the putty window will be showing the keyboard
commands - try pressing a button on the Touchscreen and you will see the command displayed.

To exit Touchscreen mode press the "Ctrl" and "C" keys on the PC keyboard simultaneously - the Touchscreen
will go blank, the console menu will start automatically and you will see the following screen:
Note, if the console menu does not appear and you end up at the Linux Command Line, you can get back to the
Main Console Menu by typing: /home/pi/rpidatv/scripts/menu.sh menu
•

Why do I get an Error Message when I try to change my password?

Prior to Software version 201702100, if you had just exited from the touchscreen, attempts to change the
password failed. This has now been rectified. Type passwd, press enter and it should work.

•

When I Log-on or start the Console Menu, it goes Straight to the Exit Screen. How do I recover?

If you accidentally enter a space character when entering the frequency or symbol rate, the Menu software fails
and tries to exit. Future software versions (after 201704160) will not let you get into this situation. You can
recover by typing the command:
cp -f /home/pi/rpidatv/scripts/configs/rpidatvconfig.txt.factory
/home/pi/rpidatv/scripts/rpidatvconfig.txt

at the Linux command line, and then restarting the console menu with the command:
/home/pi/rpidatv/scripts/menu.sh menu

•

How Can I update my Portsdown Software?

As long as you have an internet connection, you can update your Portsdown Software to the latest version from
the Console Menu. Full instructions are here: Updating your Portsdown Software
•

Where can I get a diagram of all the RPi GPIO pins?

The full wiring listing for the RPi GPIO is here

RF output switch
The Portsdown team have developed an RF output switch capable of switching the low level output of the
Portsdown filter modulator board to separate amplifiers for the 70, 144, 437 and 1255 MHz bands. Note: due to
potential high insertion loss, it is not recommended to use the switch above 23cms.

The Schematic and parts list with Farnel and Digikey part numbers are available for download.
Board schematic
File:Portsdown RF Switch Parts H.xls (Now with correct Farnell p/n for 4.53K Resistor)
This file, when printed actual size, shows the exact size of the output switch board: File:Portsdown Output
Switch Bottom.pdf
The data sheet for the Analogue Devices RF switch IC used on the board is available here.

The Portsdown Transmitter index
This page is designed to give an index of the pages relating to the Portsdown transmitter project.
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Software Installation Guide
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Updating your Portsdown Software How to update your Portsdown software to the latest version, with
suggestions for troubleshooting updates.
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For interactive discussion with other constructors see the BATC Members' Forum Pages

Part 3 - MiniTioune (Mini Tuner)
Topics
Hardware
Hardware Ver.2
Serit Tuner
Software
The MiniTioune receiver project, developed by Jean-Pierre F6DZP, consists of the home constructed
MiniTiouner hardware which interfaces via a standard USB 2.0 port to a Windows PC running the MiniTioune
software.

Hardware <------------> Windows

Software

It will receive DVB-S QPSK and DVB-S2 QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK, 32 APSK from broadcast and amateur TV
transmissions with symbol rates (SR) from 30 Msymbols down to 120 Ksymbols per second.
It can be used to receive satellite broadcasts, "normal" DATV signals and is the ONLY system capable of
receiving Reduced Bandwidth (RB-TV) transmissions.
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Definitions
The following terms should be used when describing this project - note "MiniTiouner" is the French project name
but maybe pronounced "Minituner" in English.
•

MiniTioune = PC software

•

MiniTiouner = The complete project hardware with USB interface - this can be prefixed with the type of
tuner eg "Sharp Minitiouner"

Hardware overview
Full details of the MiniTiouner hardware and build information are available here.

Software
Full details of the MiniTioune software designed to be used with the MiniTiouner hardware are available
here MiniTioune software.

Band Pass filters
There is a whole section of the wiki dedicated to this most important part of your system - take a look at the
pictures on the top of this page to see why you must use filters before your MiniTiouner!

Receive upconverters
The original Sharp and Eardatek tuner components (also called NIM) used in MiniTiouner cover a maximum of
650 to 2600 MHz.
Whilst this is fine for the 23cms (1.3 GHz) and 13cms (2.3 GHz) amateur bands it does not provide coverage of
146 (2mts) and 437 MHz (70cms) where the majority of ATV operation takes place. Therefore we need to use an
upconverter in front of the tuner which converts 146 MHz and 437 MHz up to an L band frequency that the
MiniTiouner will receive.

The new Serit NIM FTS4335 covers 143.75 - 2450 MHz and does not require any external
frequency converters.

A separate section on the wiki gives details of these upconverters.

Minitiouner Hardware
Read this in conjunction with Hardware Version 2 in next topic.
The MiniTiouner hardware, designed by Jean-Pierre F6DZP, is a DVB-S/S2 USB receiver card and
measurement tool that works with the software "Minitioune".
Original schematics are here : http://www.vivadatv.org/viewtopic.php?f=80&t=366
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How do I get started?
The Minitiouner hardware is designed for home construction and consists of the 3 main components described
on this wiki page.
The project had previously used several tuner types and a version 1 PCB and adapter
cards - new builders should only use the Serit tuner and version 2 PCB.

To build the unit you only need to buy the following and then download the free MiniTioune software.
•

The USB interface is available ready programmed from the MiniTiouner category in the BATC shop.

•

The version 2 main PCB can be bought from the BATC shop.

•

The tuner or NIM. The Serit tuner covering 143 - 2450 MHz is available from the BATC shop

•

The unit uses an MCP1826 1v regulator, which can be hard to find and is available from the BATC shop.

All other components such as Rs and Cs are available from normal suppliers. A parts list for the version 2 PCB
is available on the V2 wiki page and can be used to order all other parts directly from Digikey.

MiniTiouner main PCB
There are 2 variants of the MiniTiouner main PCB which contains the power supply components for the 5, 3.3
and 1 volt rails. As of April 2017 new builders should only build version 2.
Version 2 - April 2017 onwards
As from April 2017 ONLY the version 2 PCB designed by Mike G0MJW is available from the BATC - new
builders should use this version which takes the wide coverage Serit Tuner enabling coverage from 140 - 2500
MHz without any external upconverters.

See this MiniTiouner hardware Version 2 wiki page for more details, part list and construction tips.
Version 1 - before Feb 2017
Version 1 was the original PCB designed by Brian G4EWJ and sold in the BATC shop until early 2017 - this
board is no longer available and new builders should only read the version 2 build documentation.

See this MiniTiouner hardware Version 1 wiki page for details.

USB module
The MiniTioune receive hardware is connected to a Windows PC running the MinITiouner software over a
standard USB 2.0 port.

The pre-programmed USB module available from the BATC shop acts as a 2 channel USB converter between
the PC USB port and the NIM. One channel is used for control and monitoring and the other carries the
Transport stream data from the NIM.

Note - some people have noticed what appears to be a solder short between 2 pins on the
IC on the USB module - see below - this is perfectly normal.

The NIM
The NIM or Network interface module is the little metal box found inside Satellite Receivers (also called the
tuner) and typically contains 2 chips : the Zero Tuner and the Demodulator. RF Signal is sent to the antenna
connector "RF input", it is amplified by a transistor "booster", the zero tuner selects the frequency asked and the
demodulator extracts the data (Transport Stream) that goes outside the NIM on a digital parallel output.

The BATC shop used to sell a Sharp and Eardetek NIM with frequency coverage from 650 MHz through to 2600
MHz and so need an upconverter to receive 146 and 437 MHz. As of February 2017 the Sharp and Samsung
tuners are no longer available and the project now uses a NIM tuner from Serit which covers from 143.75 MHz
right through to 2450 MHz without the need for any upconverters.
This extended frequency coverage gives greater flexibility and means up converters from the VHF and UHF
bands are not required and enables the 10 GHz band, including Es'HailSat-2 down link, to be received on a
standard domestic PLL LNB. This makes building a receiver for 146 or 437 much easier, although you will need
a pre-amp followed by lots of filtering for each band - take a look at the picture on this page if you want to know
why!
However, due to a different pinouts from the Sharp NIM, the Serit NIM tuner will also need a simple adapter
board to enable it to be plugged in to the Version 1 MiniTiouner hardware - Brian G4EWJ has designed a board
and these are available from the BATC shop. The adapter board and the Serit FTS4335 NIM tuner are available
from the BATC shop.
Full details of this board and using the tuner are available here.
Note: You only require the adaptor PCB if you are upgrading existing MiniTiouner
hardware to include the Serit tuner.
upgrade.

Fitting a lock detector

Check this page to work out if you should

When Minitiouner is used at repeater site a lock detector is required to tell the repeater logic when a signal is
being received. Several designs based around the NE567 have been used but the simplest and most reliable is
from Robin, G8DRK.
The 22kHz from the tuner is coming from a 3.3V port which is normally zero volts. When it outputs the 22kHz
tone it does it by pulsing up to +3.3 volts with a 50% duty cycle. So we can simply smooth that and get about 1.6
volts - more than enough to turn a transistor on.
This circuit should drive most small 12 volt "signal" relays. If relay needs more than 90mA consider using a
smaller one or try a beefier transistor but with a gain of at least 100.

This following circuit provides a 5-volt TTL output when the 22 kHz tone is present:

In both circuits the green LED functions as a Lock-LED, as long as you set "22kHz_switch=2" in the
MiniTioune.ini file.

MiniTiouner hardware Version 2
The Minitiouner hardware is designed for easy home construction, uses only leaded components and consists of
the 3 main components.
Whilst the project has previously used several tuner types and a version 1 PCB and
adapter cards, new builders should only use the version 2 PCB described on this page
and the Serit tuner described here.
If you already have version 1 MiniTiouner, then you probably don't need one unless you
want a smaller board.

(NOTE:The version 2 PCB ONLY takes the Serit tuner and you may

be better off with the Serit adapter board).

To build the unit you only need to buy the following and then download the free MiniTioune software.
•

The USB interface is available ready programmed from the MiniTiouner category in the BATC shop.

•

The version 2 main PCB is available from the MiniTiouner category in the BATC shop.

•

The Serit tuner or NIM covering 143 - 2450 MHz is available from the MiniTiouner category in the BATC
shop.

•

The unit uses an adjustable MCP1826 as the 1v regulator, which can be hard to find and is available from
the MiniTiouner category in the BATC shop.

All other components such as Rs, Cs and 5v buck regulator are available from normal suppliers - see the parts
list further down this page.
NOTE - due to different pinouts the previously available Sharp and Eardetek NIMs will
NOT work with this board
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Building the Version 2 MiniTiouner PCB
The PCB has been developed to fit snuggly inside a Hammond 1455 series 103x120x53mm enclosure and uses
standard leaded components so no specialist techniques needed.
Mike, G0MJW, has written some instructions on building and testing the board - download
them here File:Notes on building the BATC v2 Minitiouner.pdf

Setting up the hardware
The design uses a MP1584 buck converter step down module to reduce the input, which can be in the range 620V down to 4V. Using a switching converter significantly reduces the generated heat. Optionally a 3.7-5.5V
supply can be used instead, bypassing the converter Three low drop out linear voltage regulators are used to
regulate the digital 3.3V and 1.2V and analogue 3.3V supply rails. Linear regulators and extensive filtering are
used to ensure low noise for maximum RF performance.
There is not much to set up but before connecting the DC-DC converter to the input of the linear regulators, the
output MUST be set to 3.7-4v output. This is because these LDO regulators can only handle a maximum of 6V
input. There is a zener to provide some protection but damage is still possible and worst case you could end up
with whatever is on the input appearing at the output - i.e. 5.6V on the 3.3V and 1.2V rails.
There are two options, one is to set the correct converter voltage before its installed on the PCB. The other is to
remember not to fit the jumper JP2, ALT 4V that connects it to the regulators and set it up in commissioning.
We recommend that you build and then test all the voltage rails BEFORE fitting the NIM. This is easy as you can
probe the top of the RFCs to measure them.
If you don't use the DC-DC converter and run directly off an external 5V (DO NOT connect a higher voltage)
supply to JP2, you may need to heatsink the regulators. With the DC-DC converter, the copper area on the
board seems to be adequate as a heatsink.

Parts list and schematic
The parts list and schematic can be downloaded here:
Note the 22uF electrolytic capacitors on the regulators are High ESR types chosen to minimise oscillation substitute at your peril! Ceramics can be used instead but through hole 22uF ceramics are expensive.
The small regulator module is available from ebay - search for "MP1584 step down buck regulator".

File:SERIF.pdf
File:Seritpartsv3.xls
The blank PCB, tuner, USB module and 1 volt regulator are available from the BATC shop

Testing and using the MiniTiouner for the first time
Once you are satisfied the voltage levels are correct and there is no smoke, you need to run the MiniTioune
software.
Full details including how to set up the software, drivers and decoders is on the MiniTioune software page.

On the air
Apart from the the version 1 PCB with adaptor card, this version 2 PCB with Serit tuner is the only available
solution to receive and decode DVB-S2 reduced bandwidth modes - this picture shows G0MJW receiving
G8GTZ/P 1920*1080 HD pictures on 146 MHz using 32 APSK (approximately 1.3 mbit/s in 550 KHz bandwidth).

Serit tuner
As of February 2017 the Sharp and Samsung NIMs are no longer available and the MiniTiouner project will use
a NIM (or tuner) from Serit which covers from 143.75MHz right through to 2450 MHz without the need for any
upconverters.
The first prototype was shown at CAT16 by Jean-Pierre F6DZP - you can watch a video of his presentation on
the BATC Youtube channel.
Why should I buy a Serit tuner?

•

You should buy one if you already have MiniTiouner hardware and you want to be able to receive 146 MHz
and 70cms without building an upconverter.

•

You should buy one if you already have MiniTiouner hardware and want to experiment with the higher DVBS2 modes such as 32APSK which the Sharp NIM cannot demodulate.

•

You should buy one if you have not yet built a MiniTiouner receiver as the previous Sharp tuner is no longer
available.

If none of the above apply, you don't need one!
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2 versions of the Serit NIM!
Just to confuse the issue there are now 2 versions of the Serit NIM!

Both types work

with the new Version 2 MiniTiouner PCB and adapter card for the Version 1 PCB.

The only difference between the FTS-4335V, which was sold in the BATC shop before before April 2017, and
the FTS-4334L sold after May 2017 is the addition of an internal amplifier or booster stage before the
demodulator chip.
The pinout of both tuners is the same and they are interchangeable in the MiniTiouner PCB.
The units can be identified by the model number, which is printed on the opposite end of the unit to the F type
connectors.

Serit FTS-4335V (sold before April 2017)

To overcome the lack of the booster, an additional satellite line amp can be used in front of the tuner.
Data sheet of Serit 4335 NIM File:FTS-4335 Series_F2.pdf
Serit FTS4334L (sold after May 2017)

The FTS-4334L unit has a built in booster and will not require an external line amplifier.
Datasheet of Serit 4334L NIM File:FTS-4334L Series_F1.pdf

MiniTiouner Version 2 main board
The Serit tuner has a different pin out to the original Sharp unit and as of April 2017 a version 2 main PCB has
been designed to directly take the Serit tuner - see this page for details -any new constructors should use this

ion 2 new board.

Serit adapter card
The Serit tuner has a different pin out to the original Sharp unit and Brian G4EWJ has designed a PCB to enable
it to be plugged in to the original Version 1 MiniTiouner PCB.
You only require the adaptor PCB if you are upgrading a MiniTiouner version 1 hardware
to use the Serit tuner.

The adapter card build instructions, Parts List, Schematic and silkscreen print are in this zip file. NOTE - the kit
referred to in the documentation is no longer available:
media:Serit_FTS4335V_Converter_Kit_MTK2_Instructions_v107_Parts_Build_A1_v1_Schematic_A1_v2_Silkscreen.zip

Software
To use either Serit NIM with the MiniTiouner, you will need to run Ver 0.6d or later versions of the excellent
MiniTioune software. This is available for download from the Viva DATV forum here and will work with Sharp,
Eardatek or Serit NIMs. You need to register on the Viva DATV forum before being able to download.
MiniTiouner version 6 or later also allows you to select which of the two antenna sockets is used on the Serit
NIM, allowing one of two antennas / converters to be connected.

NIM pinouts
If, rather than use the adapter PCB, you want to attempt to hardwire the Serit tuner in to the version 1 PCB
(why?), the pin differences between Sharp and Serit are as follows:

This picture from the http://www.vivadatv.org/ site shows the interconnection:

Filters and pre-amps
The wide band coverage makes building a receiver for 146 or 437 much easier, although you will need a preamp followed by lots of filtering for each band, just like the Sharp did.
Filter designs are available here

Dual receiver
The Serit NIMs are capable of receiving more than one signal simultaneously; however the BATC hardware and
software can only receive one signal at a time. There is provision for a socket on the converter PCB to connect
to the second receive output of the NIM for experimentation. F6DZP's dual receive software is still under
development and may be available for testing. See his web site at: http://www.vivadatv.org

MiniTioune software
The MiniTiouner USB receiver uses free to download DVB-S receive and analysis software called "Minitioune"
written by F6DZP. The Software is hosted on the VivaDATV forum. You need to register and be given a log-in to
download the software - once registered, the files are located here: Minitioune v0.6d download
The latest (28 February 2017) version of MiniTioune is V0.6d and is the version you will need if you have built
a MiniTiouner Version 2 board with a Serit tuner (or a Serit tuner on a version 1 board with adapter card).
Download the zip file and extract to a folder under your root or c:\ directory. You should have the following files
(except the G8GTZ video file!) in your directory:
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Software Installation
Once you have unzipped the main download you need to follow these easy steps to get up and running:
•
•
•
•
•

Download and install the D2XX drivers 2.12.24 found at http://ftdichip.com/Drivers/D2XX.htm. There's a link
in the right column for a setup executable.
Download and install LAVfilters CODECs from here http://www.videohelp.com/software/LAV-Filters
Look in the Minitiouner folder that you've just copied to C:\ for the small program "Install_usrc_ax_winXP"
and run this to install the link with the decoder.
Plug in your MiniTiouner hardware and let the USB drivers install.
Run the MiniTiouner test program - "CheckMiniTiouneDriverAndFilters_V0_3a.exe" - it should pass on all
sections.

There is a readme file contained in the download which you should read.
For a very comprehensive guide on the software installation, see the paper written by
W6HHC - http://www.w6ze.org/DATV/InstallingMiniTiouner_onWin10.pdf

Connecting the hardware
The MiniTiouner hardware is connected to the PC via USB2 mini cable.
It is absolutely essential you use a high quality cable or the program will frequently
freeze and crash with no warning - the recommended cable is a Lindy Cromo Lindy cable
USB 2.0 type A/mini-B 1m long.

https://www.lindy.co.uk/cables-adapters-c1/usb-c449/1m-

cromo-usb-2-0-type-a-to-mini-b-cable-p6866

Running MiniTioune for the first time
The Minitioune software is very comprehensive DVB-S receive and diagnostic software but can be a little
overwhelming when you first run it!
If you have completed the installation and tested your system by running the test program, you now need to
arrange a test signal which can be one of the following:
•
•

•

A satellite signal from your domestic satellite dish.
A local DATV signal from Portsdown (Ugly mode is fine) or any other DATV transmitter - a short piece of
wire in the tuner input socket will probably pick up enough signal but be careful - there maybe DC volts on
the socket.
An off air DATV signal from your local repeater or "buddy down the road" (did I really write that!) - make sure
you have a filter and line amplifier between your pre-amp and tuner input but be careful - there maybe DC
volts on the input socket and most filters are DC short circuit.

Whichever source you use, you will need to know the following:
•
•
•
•

Signal frequency - you will need to know L band signal frequency coming out of the LNB or direct amatuer
band frequency - eg 1255MHz or 1563 MHz
DVB mode - DVB-S or DVB-S2
The Symbol Rate or SR - this will probably be listed as MegaSymbols - eg 2Ms or 27Ms - you will need to
convert this to kS - eg 2000 or 27000
The FEC rate - this will be written in the form 1/2 or 5/6

Start the program and you should see the please wait message - Sharp tuner = 10 seconds and a Serit = 20
seconds. If you get the USB error message then you hardware is not connected.

and then the following screen:

If you see the more complex expert mode below - simply click the top of the "expert" switch in the bottom right
hand corner of the screen.

Navigate your mouse to the top left corner of the screen and set the following parameters to match your test
signal:
•
•
•
•
•

Symbol rate (SR) - type the symbol rate directly in to the top left green box. (Note this should be the SR in
kilosymbols in the following form - 00250 for 250kS, 02000 for 2Ms,or 27000 for 27Ms.
FEC - tick the box to match the FEC of the transmission you are wanting to rx.
DVB mode - tick the correct mode box. Currently all DATV signals are currently DVB-S and most domestic
satellite signals are DVB-S2 but if you are unsure, tick auto.
Low SR - if you are trying to receive a signal greater than 1Msymbol or 1000ksymbol untick the low SR box.
Frequency - type directly in to the top right green box. (Note this should be the L band frequency in the
following form - 01255000 for 1255MHz. if it is not the correct format the box will be greyed out).

If you are using a Serit tuner, which covers 144 - 2550 MHz without any upconverters,
make sure you have no offset in the white box under the frequency box.
number present simply enter "00000000" to overwrite it.

If there is a a

If you are using a Sharp tuner

with an upconverter you will need to enter the L band frequency in the green box or the
receive frequency in the green box plus LO offset in the white box.

The 3 "lights" at the bottom left of the screen should now turn green, the meters should indicate signal level and
MER, you should see dots in the 4 quadrants of the constellation window and the Verberti error bar graph should
go green.

If this has happened but there is no video displayed in the center window, navigate to the top right of the screen
and click the "Auto PID" button - the video should now appear!

Setting up MiniTioune for normal use
You can edit the miniTioune.ini file in the download directory to configure various options to be set when you
start the program.:
•
•
•
•
•

The preset buttons for Frequency (with LNB / converter offsets), symbol rates and PID (see below)
FEC selected on startup
DVB mode on start up
DC volts on tuner output
Your call sign and station details for the web monitoring facility (see below)

To edit the file, first save a copy of the file on to your desktop - this is so you can always go back when you mess
up (and you almost certainly will)! Then double click the file and it should open in wordpad.
More to follow.....

